excerpt from the LA County Civic Art Collection
from the LA County Open Data Portal
(data.lacounty.gov)

… you have a database chock full o’ metadata!

The metadata in this database can be
sorted, filtered or combined with other databases,
using any of the categories (columns) that are included

In practice, metadata can be whatever
your task requires:
-

factual or interpretive

-

concrete or abstract

-

technical terms or everyday language

Title
Author
Subject
Year
Number of pages

year

Google Books Ngram Viewer

artsdatathon.org

1

edition

Metadata about books
used to be stored in
card catalogues, in
categories like

Metadata can be descriptive, structural or
administrative.
Historical use of the word “metadata”
Metadata is “data that provides
information about other data”
--merriam-webster.com
“Data” comes from the Latin “datus,”
meaning "things that have been given."
“Meta” comes from the Greek prefix
μετά- which means “among” or
“between.”

by Bronwyn Mauldin

METADATA
THROUGH

WORLD PEACE

- Information labels that follow a common
standard, convention or schema
- Data that describes a thing, separate
from the thing itself
- Information about information
- Data about data

Metadata is

A new term to describe an old concept

mosaic
Metadata is good for
- Describing things
- Sorting information about a group of
things (a collection)
- Aggregating contextual information
- Making it easier to search for and find
things based on their characteristics
- Increasing awareness of a collection

star

- Managing a collection

funny

green
2010

glass

white

animal shelter

José Antonio Aguirre
cat

Title
Artist
Artwork type
Technique
Medium
Main colors
Central image
Year created
Location
City
Influence
Feeling

Our Shining Stars
José Antonio Aguirre
Mural
Mosaic
Glass
Green, white
Cat
2010
Animal shelter
Lancaster
Byzantine art
Funny

Lancaster

- Helping the public explore a collection
- Discovering relationships between items
in a collection

You can sort these terms into
categories, such as

mural

Byzantine

Our Shining Stars

…depend on what you see or know or think about it

-

mentions

The terms you use to describe this artwork…

Combine the metadata
from many artworks using
the same categories and
suddenly…
unfold here

